
CERTIFIED STABLE SCRUM PRODUCT OWNER 
Abstract: A Scrum Product Owner is the single person responsible for the outcome of the product or service being 
developed. This means they need to communicate between many separate groups, making product decisions that best 
represent all involved. A Stable Scrum Product Owner has the additional responsibility of minimizing rework and scrap 
common in software projects.  

As for formality, this experience will include: 
A complete 2 day online or classroom session eligible for 16 PDU’s and 16 SEU's
A two year membership to the Stable Institute
Eligibility to take the online test and online testing fees are all included as part of this session
A complete guide/workbook with extensive reference materials and exercises   

Audience:  Agile practitioners who want to become Product Owners and are aware of the immense benefits Stable 
provides to the development process. CSA’s are recommended, but not required.

Duration: Two Days.  

Class Size:  The maximum number of students for this workshop is twenty-five.

 This class is available as a PUBLIC course or a PRIVATE workshop for your organization.  

v Understand the crucial role the Product Owner plays in the development process, and the tools used: Sprint Backlog, 
User Stories, Burn-up and Burn-down charts.
v Understand how to Identify, profile, and engage stakeholders from many groups to maximize project value.
v Understand how to facilitate User-Story meetings, brainstorming sessions, and focus-groups, including some 
advanced topics such User Story Matrixes, RAG Backlogs, and the User Story Simplified Architecture Modeling Language 
(USSAML) for project estimation.
v Understand systems thinking within a workplace environment, and the difference between fake continuous 
improvement versus sustained continual improvement.
v Understand how to use Stable within Scrum and Scrumban to reduce waste and produce more accurate project 
estimates.
v Understand how to use Stable Framework tools like Kata Cards and Recovery Models to reduce errors, variation, and 
ambiguity within the workplace.
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